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Abstract. Syntax and semantics of a subset of the path notation are I~xw”-~-P L;LL,.d_ Then a property 
of path programs called adequacy is defined; adequacy corresponds to the absence of partial 
deadlock. Two results are presented concerning adequacy. The first result solves the adequacy 
problem for a certain sublcass of programs, and the second result characterises the problem in 
terms of PT-nets for another subclass. Pinally, an overview of similar results which have been 
obtained so far is given. There is an appendix containing some definitions and results about 
PT-nets, pertaining to the relationship between subclasses of nets. 
1. htroduction 
Path expressions have been introduced in [3] as a linguistic construct enabling 
the programmer to express a variety of synchronisation constraints. The present 
paper, which has been derived from [l], outlines some results pertaining to the 
theory of path expressions, and in particular to the relationship between path 
expressions and PT-nets [2]. The purpose of this paper is to describe two of the 
results in detail, while still serving as an introductory text into the theory of path 
expressions; broader accounts can be found in 1121 and other references. 
Path expressions have been developed more fully, and given a semantics in terms 
of PT-nets in [lO], where paths have been combined with processes into a ‘higher 
level’ notation. We now refer to this as the basic notation. The basic notation has 
been provided with macro facilities intended to ease the writing of large chunks 
of text. The full notation (basic and macro) is called COSY (concurrent system 
notation) and is described in [14]. COSY is not portrayed in detail in the present 
paper; readers wishing to inform themselves more fu!!y are referred to [14] which 
also includes a number of programming examples. 
In this paper we restrict ourselves to a subset of the basic notation, to be 
introduced in Section 2. Sentences of this subset are called ‘path programs’ or just 
‘programs’. We are primarily interested in a property of the behaviour of programs, 
cahed adequacy. Adequacy of a program, defined in Section 3, asserts that no 
opersticn of that program is ever prevented from occurring. Intuitively, adequacy 
corresponds to the absence of partial deadlocks, and formally, to the liveness of 
PT-nets as defined in [S]. 
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It is particularly interesting to decide, just from looking at the text of a program 
aas opposed to running it), whether or not the latter is adequate. Since unfortunately 
the program text tends to conceal that property to a great degree, it is necessary 
to obtain results on adequacy. Such results can have varying nature, in fact we can 
make a rough distinction between three typt:s of results: 
[a) We could search for subclasses of p,roga’ams which do have the pleasant 
property that they reveal their adequacy syntactically-that iti, that we can decide 
on adequacy by examining the program text mnre or less closely. Such an adequacy 
criterion, together with an algorithm to check it, is described in Section 4. Perhaps 
the most interesting lesson from this result is the insight that the goal of obtaining 
purely syntactic adequacy criteria is only nearly attainable, even for programs of 
relatively modest complexity. Even the ‘purest’ syntactic criterion can be interpreted 
as stating a bound for the run-time which is required to check adequacy dynamically. 
lb) Having identified such pleasant subclasses, we can look for larger classes the 
programs ?f which are in somfe way reducible to those ol’ the pleasant classes, such 
that adequacy picperties remain untouched. More generally, we are looking for 
adequacy-preserving tra&ormations of path programs. A wealth of results of this 
nature is contained in [ 12) and 1161, and we parenthetically illustrate two simple 
ones in Setiiciui 4. 
6~) We can use the above mentioned form Z:! semantics of programs to transform 
the adequacy problem into a problem concerning the liveness of P&nets. Since 
liver,ess has been studied in detail for some time (see [7], [I I] and [8]), we can 
entertain the hope that a problem of t&e former kind can be solved by transforming 
it into an already solved problem of the latter kind; or, alternatively, that we can 
determine the difficulty of an adequalcy problem by reducing it to a problem the 
difficulty of which is well known. A result of this nature is described in Section 5. 
It is one out of a total of four results which establish a clear-cut correspondence 
between subclasses of programs a& subclasses of nets. An overview of these 
correspondences is given in Section 6. 
2. Basic sydax and classification of path programs 
The following six production rules define our notation: 
Sl program : := begiru path + process * end 
52 path ::= path sequence en6 
s3 process ::= process sequence end 
s4 sequence ::= sequence; orelement 1 oa*eizmcnt 
?55 orelement : := orelement, element 1 element 
S6 element . := operation 1 (sequence), 
Boldface words, the comma, the semicolorl and the parentheses are terminal 
symbols. Non-bold words indicate! non-terminal symbols. ‘*’ and ‘ + ’ indicate zero 
or more (one or more, respectively) repetitions of the preceding non-terminal, 
indicates syntactic alternatives. The non-terminal ‘operation’ stands for a 
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set of operation names which are identifiers of the programmer’s choosing, We use 
identifiers as terminals and assume that identical names denote the same operation. 
The precise meaning of this notatkn is to be described in Section 3. Intuitively, 
programmers can specify a set of procusses (rule S3) such that each process groups 
together some operations by concatenation (rule S4) or non-deterministic choice 
(rule SS). Processes are assumed independent of each other unless the contrary is 
specified by means of a path or a set of paths (rules S2 and Sl). 
Sl-S6 describe a subset of the notation introduced in [lo], which in turn is a 
subset of COSY [14]. The reasons why we restrict ourselves to this subset are 
convenience and the fact that the additional features Iof the full notation do not 
contribute significantly to the behavioural complexity of programs. Indeed, it is 
easy to show (see for example [Ej) that the class of programs defined here 
corresponds behaviourally to the entire class of safe PT-nets, as do ail the programs 
written in cosy. 
The general form of a program, as defined by SLS6, is 
PROG = begin P Q end, 
where P denotes the set of paths and Q the set of processes. In general, P and Q 
will be of the form 
P=&..& Q = 01 . . . Q,,,, 
respectively, where all Pi (1~ i s ut ) are derivable from S2, S4-SS, and ~1: Q, 
(1 sj 6 m) are derivable from S3-S6. We allow Q but not. P to be empty (rule 
Sl) because the case of a set of independent processes is of little interest. We 
denote by 
OPS( Pi) 
the set of operationnames occurri,ng in a path Pi. 
In the body of this paper we shall be interested in two special subclasses elf 
programs, called GR,,-paths and GE.*GEO-programs, respectively. GRo-paths are 
programs for which Q is empty, and in which the comma (rule S5) is not usedl; 
that is, for whose derivation S5 cran be replaced by 
SS’ orelement : :- operation. 
GEOGEO-programs are programs without commas for which, in addition, the 
following restriction holds: 
W) No operationname may occur repeatedly within an individual path or an 
individual process. 
Example of a GRo-path. 
PROGl=beginpatha;6;a;a;bend 
pathc;a;c;end 
pathc;c;b;cend 
end. 
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Examphs of a GEoGEO-program. 
PRO& = begin path LZ ; b end 
path c; n end 
process a ; b end 
process b ; c end 
process d; c end 
end. 
Note that PRQGs is not a GEOGEO-program because (R) is violated. 
In the remainder of this section we himthee si classification based on the 
terminology of [lo]. This classification is chie@y used for establishing the correspon- 
dence between programs and nets. The reader has therefore the option of skipping 
(i)--(v) below for the moment and returning to the classification whenever needed. 
(i) Terminal strings derivable from ‘path’ by S2, S4-S6 are called ‘(individual) 
paths’ or ‘R-paths’ (where the ‘R’ stands for ‘Repeat’, indicating that (R) nlay not 
be satisfied). 
(ii) Terminal strings derivable from ‘process’ by S3-S6 are called ‘(individual) 
processes’ or ‘R-processes’. 
(iii) Terminal strings derivable from ‘program’ by Sl-S6 are called ‘(path) pro- 
ams’ or ‘GRGR-programs’ (where the ‘G’ stands for ‘General’). In this ter- 
minology, the first ‘GR’ refers to the paths in the program, denoting the possibility 
of there being more than one (‘G’) R-path; similarly, the second ‘GR’ refers to 
the processes. If Q is empty? i.e. if there are no processes, then we call the program 
a ‘GR-path’. Thus for example, PRQGl is a GR-path. 
(iv) The replacement of S5 by SS’ is indicated by appending the digit ‘0’ in the 
appropriate place. Thus, programs using S5’ instead of S5 and S6 are called 
*comma-free programs’ or ‘GROGRO-programs’, Similarly, GR-paths using SS 
are called ‘GRO-paths’ or ‘comma-free paths’, and R-paths using SS are called 
‘RO-paths’. 
(v) Finally, the holding of (R) is indicated by replacing the capital R by a capital 
E (for ‘Elementary’). Thus, R-paths (R-processes) for which (R) holds are called 
‘E-paths’ (‘E-processes’); RO-paths (RO-processes) for which (R) holds are called 
%-paths’ (‘Eo-processes’); GR-paths for which (R) holds are called ‘GE-paths’; 
G&-paths for which (R) holds are called ‘GEo-paths’; finally, comma-free programs 
satisfying (R) are called ‘GEOGEO-programs’. 
3. Semaatics and adequacy of programs 
In order to render this section as transparent as possible, we choose not to 
describe the complete semantics of the notation; for this, see [f3]. We may describe 
the meaning of programs either in terms of nets or in terms of firing sequences 
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[16] (or ‘vector firing sequences’ [M] to capture conccrrency)The two methods . . 
are assent:” , .Al~r compatible, that is, lead to essentially the same semantics. We use 
the firing sequence metTlod to define the meaning of GRo-paths, and the net method 
to define the meaning of GE*GEo-programs. Xt involves some slight but no principal 
complications to define the semantics of the whole class Iof GRGR-programs, 
whether in terms of nets or in terms of firing sequences. 
3.1. Semantics of GRo-paths 
We consider programs of the form 
PROG = begin PI . . . Pn end 
where each Pi is an RO-path. Our goal is to define the set of firing sequences of 
PROG. 
Eaample. 
PROGI = begin PI P2 P3 end 
where 
Pl=patha;b;a;a;bend 
Pz=pathc;a;cemd 
&=pathc;c;b;cend. 
We define the ‘cycle’ of Pi, cyc,, as the string obtained from Pi by omitting 
path-end and all semicolons; thus, cycl = abaab, cycz = cat, cyc3 = ccbc. We imagine 
that Pi is executed as follows: starting with the leftmost operation, the operations 
iare executed one at a time from left to right, returning to the leftmost operation 
if the list is exhausted. Each string of operationnames obtainable in this way is 
called a firing sequence of Pi ; in other words, the firing sequences of Pi are the 
prefices of the infinite string cycicyci . . . . Thus, for example, ca and cat, kmt also 
the empty string and caccacc, are firing sequences of Pz. In general, the semicolon 
denotes sequentialisation, and the pair path-end denotes repetition. 
A string s is called a firing sequence of PROG if each projection of s onto a 
constituent path Pi is a firing sequence of Pi. The projection of s onto a path Pi, 
proj(Pi, s), is the string obtained from s by deleting all operationnames not contained 
in GPS(Pi). Thus, for example, s = cat is a firing sequence of PROGI. Proof: 
proj(P1, s) = a = firing sequence of PI, 
proj(P2, s) = cat = firang sequence of P2, 
proj(P3, s) = cc = firirg sequence of P3. 
On the other hand, s = cab fails to be a firing sequence of PROGl; its projection 
onto P3 is not a firing sequence of P3. 
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Thus, in Meet, the individual paths *:)f al G&-path are synchronised over common 
operationnames; operation h of Pi, spy, can be executed only when b of P? is ready 
to be executed as well. The set of firing sequences o defined constitutes, by 
definition, the semantics of a GR,,-path. Tn the general case of characterising the 
behaviour of d program by means of firing sequences (see 1161 and [13]), the 
definition of a ‘cycle is more general than the one given here. 
3.2, Semantics of GEoGEo-programs 
We consider programs of the form 
PROG L= begin PI . . . Pn Q1 . . . Q,,, e@d 
where the Pi are &-paths and the Qi are EO-processes. Our goal is to associate 
with PRCIG a marked labelled PT-net (see the Appendix). 
Example. 
FROG2 =: begin PI P2 Q1 Q2 Q3 end 
PI =patha; b end 
Pz=pathc;dend 
Q1 = procesrs a ; b end 
Qz = process b; c end 
Q3 = ~,TMM B ; c end. 
We associate with each individual process a single cyclic marked net labelled in 
the obvious way with operationnames, ee Fig. IL We assume that the firing of a 
transition labelled with an operationname represents an execution of that operation. 
Individually, the processes have therefore the same meaning as paths (sequentialisa- 
tion and repetition). In combination, however, processes are not synchronised if
there are common operationnames. The operation 6, say, of the first net shown in 
Fig. I could occur concurrently with its counterpart in the second net. 
Fig. 1. 
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Any inter-process synchromsation is effected by the paths. As a consequence of 
the operation b being mentioned in a path (namely PI), any occurrences of b in 
Q1 and Qz are mutually excluded. This, by definition, is the general semantic effect 
of bringing several processes and paths together in a single program. Accordingly, 
by superimposing cyclic marked nets corresponding to PI and P2 onto Fig. 1, we 
obtain the net of Fig. 2. 
Fig. 2. 
This net, by definition, gives the complete semantics of PROGZ. Observe how 
all individual constraints are adhered to. For example. PI requires a and b to occur 
cyclically in that order; & requires c and d to occur cyclically in that order. Also, 
PI specifies that only one of Q1 and Qz iq allowed to prr;;:eed with .c:; execution 
ojf b in case both could do so; etc. Note also that Q1 t:an be repeatedly executed 
until Q2 is executed for the first time. Once operations !? XC! t of Q2 have occurred, 
both Q1 and Qz are and remain blocked and instead, Qf can be repeatedly executed. 
It requires but a slight generalisation of this example to obtain the net for any 
zlrbitrary GEOGEO-program. The general rule is first to draw all the process nets 
and then to connect them appropriately by path nets. This rule can be gEneralised 
for GRGR-programs (see [13]). It is compatible with the l:eneral firing sequence 
semantics but not quite with the old net 
3.3. Adequacy 
semantics gi:zen in [IO]. 
For a program to be adequate there must be no operation which is preveslted 
from ever occurring again. PROG2 is not adequate becalL\se there are two operati(:) 
namely a and b, which may be prevented frcs cccucring. PROG1, howevear, is 
adequate; this is proved in Section 4. 
In firing sequence terms, adequacy is defin+=d as fc!lcTzs: a progt am is ca 
adequate if for each firing sequence x and for; each nperationname a, there is a 
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continuation jt such that xya is a firing sequence [f 63, In net terms, a program is 
catfed adequate if for each successor marking M of the initial marking, and 
operationname a, there is a successor marking M” of M such that at least one 
transition labelled ‘a’ is enabled under M’. 
‘IEz~ general, adequa:-y implies freedom from total deadlock. As our example 
PRO& shows, the reverse is not necessarily true. ‘Freedom from partial deadlock’ 
is a satisfactory description of adequacy, Adequacy corresponds to what has been 
termed livencss-5 in [ 1 l], and to Iiveness in the sense of [SJ. 
Aqlequacy is not necessarily a priori of practical interest. In a system there may 
well be operations which become blocked after a while, for example initialisations. 
Adequacy of a system, or part of a system, asserts that all operations of the system, 
or the part, retain a chance of being executed in some future; in a sense, therefore, 
adequacy asserts that the system can be considered to be cyclic. 
4, -tdequscy of G&-paths 
In this section we describe an adequacy criterion for GRO-paths, as well as an 
aigtjrithm for checking this criterion. We start by noting that an individual ROwpath 
by ztself is clearly adequate. Similarly, if in a CR*-path 
PROG = begin PI , . . P, end 
the set of operationnames of any two of its constituent RO-paths are disjoint, then 
the whole program is adequate. Ad- quzxy can therefore only be impeded if for a 
pair F, and Pi (i Z j): 
OPS(Pj) A OPS(Pj) # 0. 
We can draw a graph of this relation, which we call the connectivity graph, or 
c-graph, of PROG. The Pj are the vertices of the c-graph, and two vertices are 
connected by an edge if they have at least one operationname in common. We 
label the edges by common operationnames. 
Example. 
FROG3 = begin PI Pz Pi $4 PL( end 
where 
P2=pathc;a;cend 
P;=pathc;d;c;b;d;c;dend 
&=paathc;e;d end 
195 = path f; ‘e; f; e end. 
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We obtain for PROG3 the c-graph shown in Fig. 3. We call a GRo-path connected 
if its c-graph is connected. Without loss of generality, we shall only consider 
connected GRO-paths; if we have a disconnected one, then we can consider its 
connected components eparately. 
ple 
b 
a \ p3 c,d 
/ 
0 
/ 
C 
p2* 
p4 
l 
e p5 
e 
Fig. 3. 
The adequacy criterion states that a connected GRo-path is adequate if and only 
if there is a non-emtpy firing sequence swhich reproduces the initial state; formally: 
Theoaem 1. PROG is adequate if and only if there exist a string s and positiue 
integers rl, . . . , r, (which can be chosen s.t. hcf(ri) = 1) such that 
prOj(Pi, S) = (CyCi)ri 
holds for all i E (I, . . . , n). 
For the proof of Theorem 1, see [16]. As an example, we show that PROG, ia 
adequate: 
PROGz = begin PI Pz P3 end 
where 
Pl=patba;J:;a;a;bend 
Pz=patlx;a;c end 
P3=patltc;c;b;cend. 
We define 
s = cacbcaccabc. 
By forming the projections of s onto all I’i: 
proj(PI, s) = abaab, proj(P21 s) = caccaccac, proj(P3, s) = ccbcccbc 
we see that with 
(rl, r2, r3) = (1,3,2) 
the condition of Theorem 1 is satisfiedS8 Hence, PROGl is adequate. Note that 
hcf(rl, r2, r3) = 1. 
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Theorem 1 states that for a connected GRO-path there are two possibilities;, 
*;.ther it is not adequate and will sooner or later re;ch a state of total deadlock, 
or it is adequate and will continuously reproduce its initial state. in this reproduction, 
the rf indicate how often the & are reproduced individually. 
At first sight, Theorem I does not have the form of a syntactic adequacy criterion 
that had been sought for in paragraph (a) of the introduction. For Theorem ‘l to 
be aplplied, the string s has to be found, which can only be done by actually ‘firing’ 
the operations, i.e., by simulating the behaviour of the program. Thus, on the 
contriary, the result seems to have the nature of a ‘dynamic’ criterion for adequacy. 
However, the result is indeed non-dynamic in the sense that before ahe simulation 
takes place it is possible to derive the numbers ri directly and solely from the text 
of thr; program. Below we give an algorithm for doing so. The numbers ri give an 
upper bound on the simulation time necessary for deriving s. Let us, in general, 
denote by 
the number of times the operationname a occurs in X. Theorem 1 states that 
whenever an operationname n occurs in Pi and in Pi, 
in(s, a) = ri l in(Pi> a) = rj l ill(P, a). 
I”he length of s evaluates simply to 
I4 = C ids, a), 
where in(s, a 11 is given as above, and the sum is over all operationnames. If hcf(ri I = 1, 
then this number is an upper bound for the lt~gth of a deadlccking sequence (if 
one exists), as well as the exact length of a shortest reproducing sequence (if one 
exists). Due to concurrency, there may exist several different reproducing sequences 
of equal length. 
4.1. Checking the adequacy of a GRo-path 
It is possible to subject a GRO-path to a number of simplifications before Theorem 
1 is applied to it. We mention two such simplifications which preserve adequacy 
properties and may render the resulting path less complicated than the original one. 
Simplification 1, Delete all operationnames not appearing in the c-graph. In 
PROG3, for exalmple, f can be deleted because it does not appear in the c-graph 
of Fig. 3; & then becomes path e ; e end. 
Simplification 2. Find a vertex all of whose adjacent edges carry the same label 
(for example, a border vertex). Check whether the operationnames on those edges 
occur in the same order in the vertex and in all of its neighbouring vertices. If so, 
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the vertex and its edges can be deleted; if not, the program is not adequate. Thus, 
in the example, vertex Ps and its adjacent edge disappear. 
These simplifications can be repeated in arbitrary order until neither of them is 
applicable any longer. They preserve adequacy, that is, are results such as described 
in paragraph (b) of the introduction. Thus, as the reader might like to verify, it is 
possibl:: to simplify PRQG3 to obtain PROGI, which establishes the adequacy of 
PROG i without the direct application of Theorem 1. 
To find the numbers ri, let an arbitrary connected GRo-path and its c-graph be 
given. We choose a spanning tree for the c-graph and direct it from root to leaves. 
Example. 
c-graph of PROGI: a spanning tree: 
For each dlirected edge (Pi, Pi) of the spanning tree we choose an operationname 
xii labelling that edge. In our example we have ~12 = a and ~13 = b. For each vertex 
Pi we define a number qj recursively as follows: 
In. ( in Pk, Xi/c) if Pj is the root 
where the product is taken 
over all arrows (Pi, Pk), 
\qi l in(Pi, xij)/in(Pj, xii) otherwise. 
In our example we have 
q1 = in(P2, a) l in(P3, b) = 1, 
q2 = 1 l iw(Pz, a)/in(Pz, a) = 3, 
q3 = 1 l in(P1, b)/in(P3,b) = 2. 
Finally we set ri = qJhcf(qi). 
Such numbers can be defined for any connected GRO-path. If the latter is 
adequate, then the numbers are independent of the choice of the spanning tree 
and the Xib Given a set of ri so defined, we can then calculate the length of 5 (as 
described above) and perform a simulation of at most that length, in order to find 
out whether or not the given GRO-path is adequate. The simulation can be done 
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by the following program: 
s := ‘empty string’; 
Vi: di 3 (CyCi)‘l; 
de Sr 4& # ‘empty string’ + m 
ib 3#aVi: (a E OP§(Pi) 3 di = ad:)-+ 
s := sa ; (‘a fires’} 
di := d: for all i s.t. a E OPS(P1) 
11 else ++ (S is a deadlocking sequence} 
fi 
od. 
This program constructs either a deadlocking sequence or a shortest reproducing 
sequence. its computational overhead can be quite considerable. We shall show 
that for certain GRo-paths the overhead is proportional to the number 
where n is the number of paths and c the average lealgth of a path. We first show: 
TheoreaP 2. For any set of numbers rl, . . . , r,, with hcf ,ri) = 1 an adequate G&-path 
can be constructed such that the condition of Theorem 1 is satisfied with these numbers. 
Proof. L+et the GRo-path to be constructed consist of th;: n R,-paths PI, . . . , Pn. 
For each pair Pi, Pi (i < j) we introduce aa operatiolmaml: xii which is to occur ri 
times in Pi and ri times in Pi, but not in any other path. WI: fix an arbitrary linear 
ordering, denoted by ‘ c ‘, in the set of all xii. 
We first construct a string s such that xii occurs ri l rj times in S. We distinguish 
the ri l rj occurrences of Xij 5y a, parameter t: let 
Xii(t), where 2 s t s r; l rj 
denote the fth occurrence of Xii in s. We introduce a linear ordering of the set of 
all Xii(t) as fOflOWS: 
i 
t t’ _-_<- = or 
We define the string s as containing each xii ri * pi times, such that the ordering 
< is rtespected. We then define the n strings cyc, by projecting s on xaj and 
diuidZng by ri; our canstruclion ensures t&at this can be done. We leave it to the 
reader to convince himself o? 1:he validity of this construction. For example, if n = 3, 
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rl = 1, r2 = 3, rJ = 2, ~12 = a, ~13 = b, ~23 = c and a c b < c initially, then the construc- 
tion produces PROGI. 
We now calculate the computational overhead for a GR,-path constructed in 
the proof of Theorem 2. Because 
ICYCil = C rj, 
j#i 
we have for the average length c of a path: 
1 c=- cc 
n-l n =-- c c 
n i j#i 5 n 
rj" ri=r* n, 
j=l 
where r denotes the average ri. For the length of s, on the other hand,, we obtain: 
ISI= C ri l rj=:(C rJ2-_C rf. 
Consequently, 
I I s 2&-r ’ cm 
But since for each element of s the entire set of paths has to be checked in the 
production of s, the overhead of the algorithm calculates to 
n 8 (c2 -_r l c)e.n l c22r2 l n3_ 
This is cubic in n and quadratic in r, while as a consequence of Theorem 2 ri and 
r are independent quantities. 
In summary, the result represented by Theorem 1 incorporates a mixture of 
syntactic (static) and dynamic arguments. This seems unavoidable; even the most 
* commonplace ‘static’ deadlock criterion, the cycle criteririn for event graphs (for 
which see the Appendix), can be interpreted ‘dynamically’, as follows. Since event 
graphs correspond to G&paths under the net semantics, Theorem 1 reduces to 
the cycle criterion in the special case of GEo-+ pths [lrj]; the ri are in this case equal 
to 1. Our algorithm for finding a reproducing firing sequence then corresponds to 
an algorithm for finding all simple cycles of the event graph associated with the 
GEO-path. 
Lastly, we mention that the numbers ri enable us to transform any adequate 
GRO-path into an adequate GEO-path. We r::place each individual Ro-path by an 
ri-multiple of itself and distinguish operationnames by a consistent numbering 
scheme; thus, 
begin path al; bl; a2; as; 62 end 
path cl; al; c2; c3; a2; c4; ~5; a3; ce end 
path cl; c2; bl; c3; c4; c5; 62; cg end 
end 
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is the GEo-path corresponding to PROG1. This construction [does not work if the 
original GRo-path fails to be adequate, even though numbers ri can then also be 
defined. 
5. Equivalence of GEoGEo-programs and safe ‘simple’ nets 
In this section we show that PT-nets corresponding to CiE,,GI&programs, or 
GEuGEc,-nets for short, are behaviourally equivalent to safe ‘ ;imple’ nets, for which 
see the Appendix. 
Lemma. Each GEoGEo-net is strongly connected, l-safe, ‘extended simple’, and 
slate graph dtcomposable. 
This lemma follows directly from the semantics of GE&Eo-programs given in 
Section 3. 
Theorem SW Every safe ‘extended simple’ net can be transformed into a behaviourally 
equi~~alent GE~~GEo-net. 
Between them, the above lemma, Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 of the Appendix 
establish the essential equivalence of the three classes of GEoGEO-nets, safe ‘simple’ 
nets and safe ‘extended simple’ nets. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 3. Let a safe 
‘extended simple’ rlek be given. We shall construct a GEOGEO-program whose 
corresponding net is behaviourally equivalent with the given net. We illustrate this 
construction with the help of the net shown in Fig. 4, which is the simplest example 
qf a live, l-safe net whose initial marking is however not reproducible. 
Fig. 4. 
By repeated applications of the Lemmas l-5 and Theorem 4 of the Appendix, 
the given net can be transformed into an equivalent new net which is l-safe, 
‘simple’, pure, strongly comlected and state graph decomposable. It follows easily 
that it is no restriction of generality to assume that each place of the new net is 
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provided with its complementary place (see Lemma 2). Thus, the new net can be 
decomposed into minimal state graphs. 
Let us examine the state graph decomposition of the net shown in Fig. 5, There 
are four minimal cycles and one minimal state graph which is not a cycle, namely 
the state graph consisting of p, q, and all four transitions. 
Fig. 5. 
Because the new net is ‘simple’, any two minimal state graphs which are not also 
cycles are disjoint. Hence we can let these state graphs correspond to certain paths 
in the program we wish to construct. They cannot correspond to processes because, 
according to the semantics defined in Section 3, a process in all cases gives rise to 
a cycle. 
In the net shown in Fig. 5 there is just one minimal state graph which is not a 
cycle, namely the one spanned by p and q. We let this state graph correspond to 
a path, say 
path a; b e~~b 
where a and b are some operationnames. The transitions shown in Fig. 5 are 
already labelled accordingly. 
Minimal cycles, on the other hand, may intersect arbitrarily at their transitions. 
Therefore we cannot immediately let a minimal cycle correspond to either a path 
or a process. Rather, we ‘split’ all critical transitions in much the same way as in 
Lemma 1. Let t be a transition belonging to both a minimal cycle and a minimal 
state graph which is not a cycle (all four transitions of Fig. 5 are of this nature). 
For each such t we introduce two new operationnames x and y and a process of 
the form 
process x; t; y eml. 
We let all minimal cycles correspond to paths that lead through x and y rather 
than f. The reader can easily convince himself of the correctness of this construc’tion. 
In our example (see Fig. 5), all transitions correspond to such a process; let :he 
eight nelv operationnames be called c - 1. The fin:A result of this construction is 
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the following CrEOGEO-program: 
PROG4 = begin path a ; b end patei c ; d ; e ; f end 
pathe;f; k; I end 
path e;f; g; h end 
path k; I; g; C; entd 
process c ; a ; d end 
process e ; b ; f end 
process g; a ; h end 
process k ; b ; 1 end 
end 
In PROG4, the processes correspond to the four transitions; the first path to the 
‘large’ state graph; and the remaining four paths to the minimal cycles. The reader 
is encouraged to verify that the behavioural properties of PROG‘, and our original 
net are indeed the same; in particular, PROGd is adequate but its initial state is 
not reproducible. 
PROG3 and PROG4 illustrate two characteristic differences between GE&GEo- 
programs and GRo-paths. For a (connected) GRo-path the following three proper- 
ties are equivalent: adequacy, freedom from total deadlock, and the existence of 
a reproducing firing sequence. By constrast, 2R0G3 is globally &adlocL-free but 
not adequate (compare Fig. 2); and PRO& is adequate but does not possess a 
reproducing firing sequence. 
These characteristic behavioural differences between the two classes indicate that 
the analysis of GEOGEO-programs is an order of magnitude harder than the analysis 
of GRo-paths. The discovery of exact adequacy criteria, or, for that matter, of exact 
bounds on the necessary simulation of GEOGEO-programs WU& be an achievement 
both in adequacy theory and in the theory of nets. 
6. Concluding remarks 
More results on adequacy can be found in [16]. Most of them are of the type 
described iz paragraph (b) of the introduction. In particular, [16] introduces a set 
of substitution rules which allow, amongst other things, a fairly large class of 
GK-paths to be transformed into behaviourally equivalent GRo-paths; this is called 
the class of GR1-paths. For the benefit of readers wishing to have an overview of 
the results obtained so far, we give a diagram showing essential inclusion relations 
between different classes of programs and nets (see Fig. 6). The diagram is to be 
read as follows: the name of a class of programs is inscribed in the upper left-hand 
corner of a rectangle representing that class; the corresponding lower right-hand 
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CRCR (SN) 
T 
known 
adequacy 
criteria 
Fig. 6. Inclusion relations between different classes of programs and nets. Legenda: SN - safe nets, 
SSN - safe ‘simple’ nets, SEG - safe event graphs, SSG - safe state graphs, others - see (i)-(v) of 
Section 2. 
corner of the rectangle is marked “0’ for classes whose name contains a ‘O’, and it 
is the rightmost lower corner for all other classes. Inclusion of rectangles denotes 
syntactic inclusion of classes (thus, for example, every EO-path is also a GEo-path, 
but not every E-path is a GRO-path). Straight lines delimit classes with essentially 
different behaviour. Thus, as discussed in the concluding remarks of Section 5, 
GRO-paths and GECGEo-programs have essentially different behaviour. On the 
other hand, GE-paths and GRGR-programs are behaviourally equivalent; both 
classes, moreover, are essentially equivalent to the class of ;afe nets under the net 
semantics. 
A general remark may be in order on the so called ‘adequacy problem’ or ‘liveness 
problem’. Many efforts have aimed at the discovery of “static liveness criteria’ - 
that is, purely static criteria for a dynamic property. Gne of the more general 
lessons of this paper is the insight that static and dynamic aspects cannot be separated 
entirely. 
In this spirit, the author would venture to offer a precise definition of the ‘adequacy 
problem’ as the problem of deriving from the program text only, exact (average) 
bounds on the length of the simulation that has to be carried out in order to check 
adequacy. Mutatis mutandis, this definition could be adopted for related problems 
as well. 
Appendix: PT-nets 
Slightly at variance with [S] we define a PT-net (or just net) as a quadruple 
11’ = (S, T, F, K), 
iti6 E. Best 
where S is a finite non-empty set of places, T a finite non-empty set of transitions 
(S n T = 0), FE S x T u S x T the flow relation, and K : S -* N u { + 00) the capacity 
)Cunction. 
We denote by X the set S u T, and for any x E X: 
l x := F l(x) and x’:=F(x). 
The u;rderstanding is that S is a set of ‘state elements’ which may ‘hold’ subject 
to the limitations of the capacity function. A transition t E T may ‘occur’ or ‘fire’, 
thereby changing the holdings of its input states l t and output states t’, diescribed 
in more detail below. 
Usually, and particularly in the US literature [15], the definition of a net (‘Petri 
net’) fails to include the capacity function; implicitly all capacities are unlimited 
[K(s) = as fnr all s E $1. This is no restriction since any net with finite capacities 
can easiiy be transformed into a net with unlimited capacities by a cons’truction 
similar to the one described in Lemma 2 beiow. We may therefore just consider 
‘nets’ (S, T, F) indicating unlimited capiacities. 
Graphically, places are represented as circles, Transitions as squares, and the flow 
relation as a set of arrows, whereby an arrow leads from x to y (x, y E X) iff .xFy. 
See Figs. 1 and 2 for examples. Thus, a PT-net can also be viewed as a directed 
bichromatic graph. All of the usual graph theoretic definitions, such as ‘strong 
eonnectedness”, ‘directed cycles’, e tc, make therefore sense for PT-nets as well. 
We distinguish the following subr=-iasses of nets. A net N = (S, T, F) is called 
event graph iff Vs E S: I’sI G 1 A Is.1 s 1, 
state graph iff Vt E T: I’tl s 1 A 1 fl s 1, 
‘extended simple’ iff Vp, q E S : p’ n q’ = 0 v p* c q’ v q’ c p’, 
‘simple’~7~i~~p,qES:p*nq’=Q)v~p’l=1u(q’(~l, 
state graph decomposable iff there exist state graphs (Si, Ti, Fj) such that: S = l:‘Si 
(u denotes disjoint union)., T = UK, F = UP’?. 
The apostrophes in ‘simple’ are used for twcj reasons. Firstly, the class of ‘simple’ 
nets must not b;e confused with the class of simple nets as defined in Section 1 of 
[5]. Secondly, the terminology is deceptive because the study of ‘simple’ nets is no 
simple matter. In particular, liveness criteria tire known for a subclass, the class of 
free-choice nets (see [7] and [S]), but not for ‘simple’ nets. There is evidence though 
that the class of ‘simple’ nets is an important one; it is roughly equal to the class 
of confusion-free nets (see the section on CE-nets in [6]). Evidently, event graphs 
and state graphs are ‘simple’, and ‘simple’ nets are also ‘extended simple’. 
We further define the concept of a ‘minimal’ state graph as follows. A place s E S 
with ‘s A S' Z 0 is called a side-condition. A s.!et is called pure if it does not contain 
any side-conditions. We call a net minimal state gnzpk if it is a strongly connected 
pure state graph containing only two placr,a (ISI = 2). If, in addition, ITI = 2, then 
we call it a mlinimal cycle. 
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We now formalise the notions 
marking of a PT-net is a function 
of state holdings and transition occurrences. A 
M:S+Nu{O}, s.t. A4(s)dC(s) for every s ES. 
Markings model ‘global states’ in which each ‘local state’ s E S ‘holds’ as often as 
indicated by M(s). Pictorially, a marking can be represented as the placing of M(s) 
tokens on the place s. State transitions can take place according to the following 
firing rule. A transition t E T is said to be enabled under a marking 1M if 
M(s) > 0 for all s E 3, and M(s) <M(s) for all s E t’. 
If t is enabled under M, then the firing of t is defined as the transformation of M 
into a new marking 1M’ such that 
M(s) - 1 if s E ‘t\t’, 
M’(s) = M(s) + 1 if s E t’\‘t, 
Ws) otherwise. 
A marking Q is said to be reachable from 1M (or, is called a successor marking of 
M) if there is a sequence of transition firings transforming 1M into a. The set of 
all successor markings of M, including 1M itself (which is assumed to be reachable 
from itself by the empty firing sequence) is denoted by [Ml. 
A marked net is a quintuple (S, T, F, K, AI) where 1M is referred to as the ‘initial 
marking’. A marked labelled net is, for the purposes of this paper, a sixtuple 
(S, 7: F, K, M, L) where L is a function 
L:T+OPS 
assigning to each transition an operationname from a set OlPS. A marked net is called 
n-safe iff Vs f S VA2 E [iU]: Q(s) G n: 
,safe if? 3n : the net is n--safe, 
lice [Sj iff Vfi E [M] Vt E T 34’ E [a]: t is enabled under 1M’. 
The following liveness criterion for event graphs has been discussed in [4]: A 
strongly connected event graph is live iff every simple directed cycle is marked 
with at least one token. 
We use the term ‘behaviour’ to refer to every aspect of a marked net relating 
to transition firings and to transformations of token distributions. We wish to 
compare nets with respect to their behavioural properties. In particular, we call 
two marked nets ‘behaviourally equivalent’ if all of the relevant behavioural 
properties of the two nets are the same (for example, the second net is live iff the 
first net is live, and so on). More precisely, the condition is that the marking 
sequences of the two nets correspond uniquely to each other, except for unimpor,ant 
details. We appeal to the reader to convince himself that, indeed, such a correspon- 
dence can be found for all of the constructions which follow. For d more thorough 
discussion of behavioural equivalence compare [9]. 
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Lsrslma 1, (Removing side-conditions). Given a non-pure net, then the transfor- 
mation 
leads to a behavioura& equivaient pure net. 
S_,enrma 2. (Making a safe net strongly connected and state graph decompos- 
able). Given a safe m(arked net, then a behaviourally equivalent strongly connected, 
saj& state graph decomposable, marked net can be found by adding to each place p 
its complementary place q (s. t. by definition l p = q’ A p’ = ‘q) and changing the marking 
appr0pria tel y . 
Li?mma 3. If the original net is pure/an event graph/‘simple’!‘extended simple’, then 
the construction of Lemma 2 can be generalised such that the resulting npt is again 
pure/an event graphl’simple’j’extended simple’. The reader is asked to wrk out the 
(easy) details for himself, or to consult [12]. 
Lemma 4 (Makin z s safe net l-safe). Every safe marked net can be equivalently 
transformed into CC 4 +$e marked net. 
Proof. Let a pair p, 4 of complementary places be given, such that p contains m 
tokens and q contains n - m tokens: 
We replace p by n @aces pi and q by n places qi: 
3 
P2 
92 
. . . 
. . . 
prl 
> a 
t2 
and mark pi.. . . ,pm and qm+l,. . . , qn with one token each. Evidently, this is an 
equivalent ransformation. Lemma 4 follows from a generalisation of this constru+ 
tion, possibly in conjunction with SNIX applications of Lemmas l-3. 
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Lemma 5 If the original net is pure/strongly connected/an event graph/‘simple’/‘ex - 
tended simple’, then so is the net resulting from the construction of Lemma 4. 
Theorem 4, A safe ‘extended simple’ net can be transformed into a behaviourally 
equivalent safe ‘simple’ net. 
Proof. We first note that, due to Lemmas 2 an 
3 
cl: 3, we can assume the given net 
to be strongly connected. We shall show that a strongly connected net satisfying 
(1) vp,qES:p*nq’=0vp’cq’vq’cp’ 
can be equivalently transformed into a (strongly connected) net satisfying 
(II) Vp,qES:p’nq~=Ov~p~~=lvp~=q~v~qg~=l. 
By the transformation 
P 
M 
c! P 
=3 
-0q 
ZtL cl 
(for p’ = q’), nets satisfying (II) can easily be transformed into ‘simple’ nets. We 
use an extension of this construction to demonstrate the essential equivalence of 
(I) and (II). 
The key to our construction are two equivalence relations, (7 and p, defined for 
p, q E S. Let 
pcqiff 3sES:p:ns’fOAq*nS*Z(d, 
ppq iff p’ = q*. 
For the verification that u is indeed an equivalence, which is left to the reader, 
pryperty (111 is crucial. Due to strong connectedness we have p G CT. In other words 
every equivalence class of a; say Si, is partitioned into a set of p-equivalence classes, 
say RF. The set of places S is thus partitioned as follows: 
S=uSi=uuRf. 
i i k 
Because St nS; = 0 for two cr-equivalence classes, we can lrom now on consider 
an individual a-equivalence class, say Si, and its output transitions ST, in isolation. 
We fix an index i and consider the set of p-equivalence classes 1$. We introdu:c 
a partial ordering in this set by defining 
RlsRziff R; sR; 
and we claim that amongst the Rf there is a unique equivalence class, say R,;,,, 
which is maximal w.r.t. this ordering (this can easily be prove3 from (I)). Thus, the 
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diagram of s, drawn in the usual way is a tree with root R,,, and a number of 
minimal elements as leaves. 
Amongst he minimal equivalence zlasses R we can distinguish those with IX1 = 1; 
let us, for the moment, call these the ‘atoms’ of d . We now consider the < -tree 
of Si and pick an edge 
l R 
I 
ma3 
R 
for which R is nut an ‘atom’. If such an edge does not exist, then let us define the 
tree to be ‘in (II)-form’. We next describe an algorithm which, when applied 
repeatedly, results in all < -trees being in (II)-form. 
Having picked such an edge we introduce two new transitions a, b and a new 
place r : 
Further, we erase all arrows from R u R,,, to R’ and replace them by arrows from 
f to each transition in R’; also, we draw an arrow from every place of R u R,,, 
to a, and an arrow from b back to every place of R u Rmax. We repeat he algorithm 
for the new net (with a possibly changed relation a), until all 6 -trees are in 
(II)-form: This is what we want because, as can easily be seen, 
whenever the H -=-tree of S, is in (II)-form. Again because ST n Sy = g if i #i5 (II) 
is satisfied for the net resulting from exhaustive application of the algorithm. 
We see immediately that the new net is pure provided the original net is pure 
as well. It is also not hard to see that the new net is behaviourally equivalent with 
the original one, for what use d to be the firing of a single transition t in the original 
net may take place in a cascading fashion in the new net, due to the transitions ‘a’ 
that are added by the above algorithm. However the new transitions ‘b’ ensure 
that an initial part of this cascade can always b e ‘undone’ before the actual firing 
of t is completed. This proves Theorem 4. 
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